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ABSTRACT

Background: Functional Magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) measures the small fluctuation of blood flow happening during task-fMRI in brain regions.

Objective: This research investigated these active, imagery and passive movements in volunteers design to permit a comparison of their capabilities in activating the brain areas.

Material and Methods: In this applied research, the activity of the motor cortex during the right-wrist movement was evaluated in 10 normal volunteers under active, passive, and imagery conditions. T2* weighted, three-dimensional functional images were acquired using a BOLD sensitive gradient-echo EPI (echo planar imaging) sequence with echo time (TE) of 30 ms and repetition time (TR) of 2000 ms. The functional data, which included 248 volumes per subject and condition, were acquired using the blocked design paradigm. The images were analyzed by the SPM12 toolbox, MATLAB software.

Results: The findings determined a significant increase in signal intensity of the motor cortex while performing the test compared to the rest time (p< 0.05). It was also observed that the active areas in hand representation of the motor cortex are different in terms of locations and the number of voxels in different wrist directions. Moreover, the findings showed that the position of active centers in the brain is different in active, passive, and imagery conditions.

Conclusion: Results confirm that primary motor cortex neurons play an essential role in the processing of complex information and are designed to control the direction of movement. It seems that the findings of this study can be applied for rehabilitation studies.
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Introduction

Motor disability is one of the most prevalent impairments caused by brain injury. Disables are remedied by rehabilitation exercises. However, these methods require some left abilities in the injured organ of the body making these physical exercises impossible for disables suffering from the nearly complete loss of motor func-
tion. Thus, alternative methods are required to help the recovery of the motor system without the need for a distinct behavior. Given the assumption that improvement is supported by activation of the motor function [1-2], the question appears how such activation may be produced without real apparent motions. For this purpose, at least three methods have been proposed as follows:

One method is motor imagery training, which is the mental visualization of a motor practice, to activate the sensorimotor cortex in the brain without performing motion. It has been proposed that kinetic motor imagery includes a similar neural network such as motor planning [3-4], which relies on similar motor structures, such as motor implementation [5-6]. Moreover, motor imagery has several similarities with movement execution, including behavioral [7] and physiological parameters [8] and importantly, the functional neuroanatomical correlations [9-12]. In addition, mental exercise, which is learning with motor imagery, has been widely used in sports training and rehabilitation [9-20]. From three proposed procedures, motor imagery training is possibly the most extensively applied procedure in rehabilitation due to its successful applications in scientific training of sports [9].

The second method is passive movement that the physiotherapist passively moves the injured hand. Passive movement is believed to actuate the sensorimotor cortex through different transporting proprioceptive information not only to sensory but also to motor cortex function [20-25]. Earlier researches demonstrated that brain networks’ connectivity of passive movement and active motion overlap strongly [26]. This evidence proposes that passive motion can be used effectively in rehabilitation [26-30].

Movement execution is the third procedure that motion execution activates the human network brain, which includes neurons reacting to the obvious execution of a movement [30-33]. The evidence proposes that movement execution constantly is used in rehabilitation procedures [34].

All three movement modes including, passive, imagery, and active movement execution, are to stimulate the motor cortex in order to make the methods appropriate for the clinical neurologic intervention, the question arises that how these methods directly affect each other. Such information is significant for developing and correcting covert motion interfaces optimized for disabling factors such as motor damage.

Many papers support the general opinion of covert motion methods. However, the majority of these research projects considered only one method of covert movement or, at most, compared two methods of motor imagery and passive method [34-39]. For this reason, conclusions between researches have to be performed for comparison for all methods of covert movement.

Current research, therefore, aimed to solve this shortcoming by simultaneously analyzing all three motion techniques in a repeated experiment design to discover the similarities and differences in their neuroanatomical effects. 10 healthy subjects participated in this study.

Material and Methods

In this applied research, the fMRI data was analyzed using GLM to detect the activation of brain regions in different motion methods in order to create an interface for rehabilitation in healthy subjects. Before describing these methods, we should describe the appropriate model structure more particularly. In this study, we focused on several regions of the motor cortex because these areas were related to motor rehabilitation.

Participants

The study comprised ten healthy, righthanded subjects, including 6 males and 4 females with a mean age of 27 years. Written consent was obtained from all volunteers be-
before participating in the study. The protocol of the human research was adopted by the local ethical committee, Tehran University of Medical Sciences (TUMS), Tehran, Iran (Approval number: IR.TUMS MEDICINE.REC.1395.1018).

Task

Volunteers laid down in a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) system in the resting position. All participants performed a visual step-tracking task by moving their right wrist in four directions, including up, down, right, left. To maximize subjects’ comfort and fix their arm and forearm, we used Antimicrobial Positioning Pads, which also facilitated doing the task by subjects (Figure 1). Before each test, we ensured that participants could move their wrist freely in all directions. The directions, which participants should move their wrist towards them, were presented using MRI-compatible glasses.

Before starting the test, subjects saw a blank page, which “ready” was written on it, and at that moment, they should keep their wrist in a natural position without rotation and movement. There were three conditions, including active, imagery, and passive. For the active condition as soon as the blank page disappeared, participants should move their wrist toward directions shown them (Figure 2A). After each step of moving toward a direction, a move to the center was displayed. This caused the wrist to return to the natural position. For imagery condition, volunteers were trained to visualize moving toward the direction shown in Figure 2B for passive condition, volunteers were trained to relax their wrist and allow it to move freely by examiner with close eyes.

Regarding the wrist position, movements to up, down, right and left corresponded to radial, ulnar, extension, and flexion movements, respectively. Participants were trained to move their wrist to the directions as fast as possible and keep their hands in that directions until the center box appear. The remaining time in each direction was 3 seconds, and in the center was a random number of 2, 3, or 4 seconds. Therefore, each step-racking movement lasted between 5, 6, or 7 seconds randomly, and there

**Figure 1:** Subjects head positioning inside a standard twenty channels head coil. Arm and forearm were fixed with antimicrobial positioning pads and directions were presented using MRI-compatible glasses.
was a rest of 4 seconds after all ten movements. During this test, every direction was mentioned 20 times (Figure 2C). Examiner controlled the correctness of wrist movements of subjects during the test, and whenever was needed, participants were given auditory and visual feedback between task blocks.

**MRI characteristics**

Imaging was carried out at the national brain-mapping lab, Tehran, Iran. Volunteers laid down in the MRI system, and the head coil was used to decrease head motion and increase the signal to noise (SNR). Data were acquired applying a 3 Tesla magnetic field (Siemens, MAGNETOM Prisma) with a standard 20 channel head coil. T2* weighted, three-dimensional functional images were acquired applying a BOLD sensitive gradient echo and echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence with echo time (TE) of 30 ms and repetition time (TR) of 2000 ms. Through each TR, 34 axial slices were obtained (90° flip angle, 64*64 matrix size, 210 mm FOV, 3×3×3 mm voxel size).
The functional scans contained 248 volumes per subject. With high resolution, whole-brain images were obtained from each volunteer applying a T1 weighted MPRAGE sequence (TR 2300 ms, TE 2.97 ms, 11° flip angle, 176 slices, 256×256 mm FOV, 1×1×1 mm voxel size).

**General Linear Model (GLM) and fMRI Data**

GLM is a powerful approach for fMRI data analysis and mathematically equivalent to multiple regression [39]. This method has the strength of integrating multiple qualitative and quantitative independent variables and can be expressed using the matrix form, including predictors, voxel time course, the beta values, and the residuals (Eq.1):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    y_1 \\
    \vdots \\
    y_n
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
    1 & X_{11} & \cdots & X_{1p} \\
    \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    1 & X_{n1} & \cdots & X_{np}
\end{bmatrix} 
\begin{bmatrix}
    b_0 \\
    \vdots \\
    b_p
\end{bmatrix} + 
\begin{bmatrix}
    e_1 \\
    \vdots \\
    e_n
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[y: \text{Voxel time course} \]
\[X: \text{Predictors} \]
\[b: \text{Beta values} \]
\[e: \text{residuals} \]

All conditions, including right, left, up, down and rest were modeled as predictors in the fMRI design matrix. The four beta weights of B1, B2, B3, and B4 would be interpreted as decreasing and increasing activity relative to the modeled baseline signal level (BSL) using the constant term (CT) (Figure 3) regardless of the rest condition.

**Data analysis**

Statistical analyses and processing of data were done by SPM12 toolbox (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12). The pre-processing step included field map correction, realignment, and co-registration of functional and anatomical scans, segmentation, normalization, and smoothing. First, we used field map toolbox to correct the signal changes due to the non-uniformity of the magnetic field. Second, for motion correction step, all functional volumes were spatially realigned to the mean functional volume. At the end of this stage, the position of the brain during the time was identical for all volumes. Next, unwrapped mean EPI image was co-registered to the participant’s T1-weighted anatomical image. In the fourth stage, segmentation was used for bias correction. Then, both anatomical and functional images were normalized to the template of the Montreal Neurological Institute.

---

**Figure 3:** GLM model of task experiment to model the movement of the wrist in the right, left, up and down directions.
Institute (MNI), and at the final stage, normalized functional images were smoothed by applying a Gaussian filter with 8 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM).

Brain activations were calculated according to the standard statistical procedures in SPM12. The analysis was conducted at two levels, including first level analysis and group level analysis. In the first level analysis, a map of brain activity for each person was obtained through applying linear multiple regression models with 4 event-related regressors. Then, in the group-level analysis, we applied ANOVA with four levels (matching with the four directions) to define the differences and similarities among the group and study cerebral activation patterns associated with each direction. We evaluated maximally activated voxels per direction. We used $p = 0.001$ for limiting the number of false positive voxels.

**Extraction of number voxels from each Boardman area**

In the early 1900s, into 52 areas, which were determined and enumerated by the German anatomist Korbinian Brodmann, the Brodmann areas of the cerebral cortex were determined by the histological structure and cellular organization. We selected six Brodmann areas, including areas 3, 1 & 2 – primary somatosensory cortex, area 4 – primary motor cortex, area 5 – somatosensory association cortex, area 6 – premotor cortex and supplementary motor cortex to evaluate brain activity (Figure 4) [40-43].

The SPM toolbox extracts the voxels of Boardman regions rather than the average values, as the earlier approach is more robust to the inconsistency of response within a cluster. The average value can be considered as a particular case of the voxels of Boardman regions if the corresponding Boardman voxels are in a cluster equally.

**Results**

Activation caused by motion in different directions, specified by the sensory cues received by the eye, is simply demonstrated as activation relevant to that direction. Centers for maximum activation were estimated in primary motor cortex (M1) related to the Brodmann area (BA) 4. Right-hand motion, irrespective of its direction, excited brain activation in the S1 somatotopic representation.

![Figure 4: The Brodmann area of movement is the region of the motor cortex in the human brain including area 1-6.](image-url)
of the hand in contralateral M1 [12-14]. Nevertheless, there were apparent variances in the focus of maximum brain activation among the four primary directions, including 0, 90, 180, and 270 (Figures 5, 6 and 7).

Cortical Activation Associated with Active Movements
Activation relevant to motion in direction 0° was most laterally and extended into the cortical convexity, while directions of 180° and 270° demonstrated activation more centrally within the hand region. The 270° direction demonstrated activation more ventrally than the other directions, while activation related to the 90° direction was more dorsally (Figures 5).

Cortical Activation Associated with Passive Movements
Activation relevant to motion in direction 180° was located more laterally and extended into the cortical convexity, while directions 0° and 90° demonstrated activation more centrally within the hand region. The 180° direction demonstrated activation more ventrally than the other directions while activation relevant to the 270° direction was more dorsally in the M1 area (Figures 6).

Cortical Activation Associated with Imagery Movements
Activation relevant to motion in direction 270° was more laterally and extended into the cortical convexity, while directions 90° and 180° demonstrated activation more centrally within the hand region. The 270° direction demonstrated activation more ventrally than the other directions while activation relevant to the 0° direction was more dorsally in the M1 area (Figures 7).

The number of increased activated voxels as a function of Motor Cortex in active, passive and imaginary wrist movement is shown in Table 1.

**Figure 5:** Direction relevant activation patterns in the primary motor region in active condition. Activated region is shown in the direction of the right, left, up and down during active movement.
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Figure 6: Direction-relevant activation patterns in the primary motor region in passive condition. Activated area is shown in the direction of the right, left, up, down during passive movement.

Figure 7: Direction-related activation patterns in the primary motor area in imagery condition. Activated area is shown in the direction of the right, left, up and down during imagery movement.
This fMRI research demonstrates that activation relevant to the performed motion in particular directions is spatially disjoint in the motor cortex. The results of this research are in agreement with recent researches applied single-cell recordings in monkeys in which populations of neurons in M1 were directionally distinguishable [44-49]. The latest fMRI researches also investigated the neuronal representation of direction in humans [50-51]. This research confirms other researchers’ reports about the capability of fMRI and BOLD contrast in obtaining neuronal activity in diverse brain regions. Hence, the present result of direction-relevant activation in the human M1 hand region increases with primary motor cortex (M1) functions; aside from somatotopic ordered actuator system, the primary motor cortex (M1) is also involved in higher-order processing of information.

In order to improve the accuracy of the results and prevent recording false active regions in the cerebral cortex, we used all the scientific principles in different stages of image processing, including head motion correction, which should be avoided during the experiment. Studies done by researchers have determined that the shape of the HRF curve extracted from different regions of the cerebral cortex after physical exercise in normal people has a similar or less similar pattern. Findings proved that while all covert motion methods activated the sensorimotor region, there were apparent differences between healthy and disabled subjects in different modes. In healthy subjects, the pattern of neural activation in obvious performance was best documented by passive motion, followed by motor imagery mode.

The advantage of this study compared to previous studies is experimenting with three active, passive, and imagery conditions. Previously, this study was only performed in active mode, and there was a doubt that whether separate activity centers in the M1 region were created only by activation of different muscles during the test or the movements of the eye during the observation of the target. However, testing in passive and imagery states showed that M1 neurons, along with motion control neurons of different parts of the body, are essential in complex information processing and adjusting control of the movement in the right, left, up and down directions.

The fMRI technique is beneficial for these researches due to its repeatability, sensitivity, and robustness while providing whole-brain analysis and the explanation of signal variations in affected regions relative to those in other brain areas. The fMRI application in the development of such intermediaries may provide essential information on spatiotemporal variations in the neurovascular functioning of an at-risk limb. Our finding of the mechanisms of subacute injury permits the expansion of fMRI imaging for secure and efficient rehabilitation.

## Conclusion

We investigated the activity of the motor cortex during the active, passive, and imagery conditions for the right wrist movement. The clinical feasibility applications and the possible further development of GLM model have been introduced for rehabilitation assessment utilities. This model can be applied for the identification of the neuroplasticity of cortical brain regions.
reorganization following focal brain injuries. Therefore, we propose to utilize our method to build a more comprehensive motor mapping in clinical injuries and further steps of stroke recovery treatment studies, as well.

These results provide new information regarding the neural control of hand movements in humans. Our results suggest that the fMRI technique may provide a suitable method for investigating rehabilitation and BCI studies, bypassing some of the normal limitations of brain imaging. The current results suggest that hand movements in humans are controlled bilaterally in the M1. Future studies may use similar methods to investigate hand movements in other directions, as well as created a direct communication pathway between an enhanced or wired brain and an external device.
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